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SUMMARY
Thi8 paper owilineethe devei?qnnd of a general theory
for thacakui!utionof the e~ed of thaZmwndurkxof the air
stream on thejlow p@ an airfoil An analytical treat-
meni of the conventimud closed and open jet types of
rectangw?ar unki? tunn.da dtkb8ed the pose&i.@ of
devising three distinc-?lynew types: Tunnels Wiih ?un-i-
zonta.1boundariesonly, wi#htw%cu.1boundariesonly, and
with a bottom boundury only. Formwk are developed
for the tunnel waUMe@rence in euch c-mefor an ai@il
10MAw?d the c@er of the tunnel. 2%.8correctionti @k%
as a function of the width to height ratio of the -tunnel.
Theformuk9 are reactfor iqjinikly emal.1ainfm%only,
bwtgive good approximaiti for epam up to abmdthree-
@4wb9r8 of the tunn.dWid4h.
Tlu MLrprhingresult ik obtained thai tlw three laM-
menii.onednoncmwenlW types of wind tunne18all are
superior to the cunvenihnud open or closed tunnels m
regardsWaUinhnference. It@ indeed,p088ibk. to de8@n
three dtitinct i~ee of 8emicik8edwind tunnek having no
wa.?Jintq%wrwe; namely, a 8guuretunnel with hotiso-r@
bound.ati and no sick WQU4,a rectangular type of a
widthto Mh.t ralk of 81@i1y I?e38than2?:1 and equipped
with verti.un?.bownduria only, and mu of a raiia of 9:1
and equipped With one horkontu-1bounolq.
The authorgoe8 on to 8h.owthd imtaMM48 in ttim
muy occurfor thefree jat and the open bottomtype tun-
nz.?i,impairing the predichli.lity of the tunnel wall cor-
rectti. A tunnel with a jeit free on three eides and
re8t&td only by a lower h.orimntalbounalmydm.ding
along tih ted 8ecti0nfrom the drance to the & cone; is
jinully recomm& as the mastpromiAw choice.
INTRODUCTION
The two main factor-aof concern as regards the appli-
cation of wind-tunnel data to free-flight conditions are
the Reynolds Number and the tunnel wall inta-femnce.
The finite cross section of the stream of air in a wind
tunnel gives rise to a flow past an airfoil or other body
which ditlem distinctly horn the flow at “free” air
conditions. Ii the language of mathematics, the solu-
tion of the problem of the air flow past the”body must
satisfy the boundmy conditions at the surface of the
stream. For tunnels having a closed working section
the solution must be such that the component of the
velocity normal to the boundary must be zero. For
jet-type wind tunnels the condition to be satistiedat the
girface is that of an unaltered or constant flow veloci@.
Considering a thin layer of air at the outer boundary,
thi9 layer will not experience any relative distortion of
its individual elements bemuse each element is pro-
gressing at a fixed velooi@ of translation. This state-
ment is, however, only true asregards first order effects.
It is, in particular, apparent that the surfaces are dis-
tortad in a normal direction. Surface elements origi-
nally plane will thus not remain plane.
In the particuk types of wind tunnels proposed by
the author in the following, both kinds of boundary
conditions have to be satisfied simultsmeously, inas-
much as the working section is composed of “free”
surfaces as well as fixed walls. “
It is possible to introduce a third kind of boundary
condition; namely, one depicting the condition of a
flexible bonnd~, but this case is solely of mathemat-
ical interest.
The construction of the tunnel may be considered
as an independent task; the main concern is to produce
a floy in the test chamber which is parallel to itself
and oonstant in magnitude. No theoretical reaaons
exist to preclude the achievement of such an end. Of
considerable consequence as regards the operating
flow characteristics is the choice of tunnel type and the
geometrical shape of its cross section.
A number of crises can fortunately be treated with
mathematical stringency. The airfoil is considered to
be small compared with the cross section of the tunnel,
and is mathematically represented for this purpose by
a vortex doublet line through the center of the cross
section md Wending horn the plane of the test section
to infinity in the direction of the flow. This simplified
assumption yields results which are substantially
correct for airfoils extending across as much as three-
quarters of the tunnel width. For larger spans the
treatment is complicated by the fact that the effect of
the interference varies noticeably along the span.
The interference in an open or closed oircukr tunnel
is lmown from clamical hydrodynamics. The effeck
are numerically identical, but of opposite sign. The
closed rectanguk tunnel has been treated by CHauert.
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(Reference 1.) The present paper is devoted to a
systematic analytical treatment of the prcpertkw and
relative advantages of the several possible arrange-
ments of rectanggm tunnels, including the conven-
tional @_pes.
WIND-TUNNEL INTERFERENCE
The wind-tunnel wall interference is obtained ana-
lytically by arranging a series of vortices in such a
manner that the given boundary conditions are satis-
fied. The problem of the circular cross section is a
case of element~ hydrodynamics, and the textbooks
will be referred to. Let C be the crcsa-sectional area
of the tunnel, iYthe area of the airfoil, and e the upward
inclination of the air stream due to the interference at
the bounda~.
The case of the circle is then given by
1S’
C-*%EC=
where the upper sign refera to. a closed and the lower
sign to an open tunnel. The magnitude Eis dimension-
less and represents an angle of “up-flow.” The angle
k numerically of some comequence; the ratio ~ may
reach a value of $ CL‘may reach, say, 1.5, while the
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FIGURE L—Vertfcal row of MfUfd&
tit Vortfca
constant of proportionality in the most unfavorable case
of an open rectangulsx jet of a 2:1 ratio is equal to
0.2!3. This gives a value of e equal to about 3.7°.
Several interesting arrangements of rectanguk cro=
sections will now be treated. For the sake of uni-
formity in presentation, the case of a closed rectangular
section, which is the only type studied in the previ-
ous literature, will be included. Consider the follow-
ing problem. Let O be the origin of a rectangualr
syatenf of coordinates. (Fig. 1.) At z is arran@ a
vertical column of equidisixmtline vortices of strength
r perpendicular to the z-y plane, the vortice9 extending
horn the ~ plane to inflni~ in one direction. What
is the value of the disturbance at z= Ocaused by aver-.
ticfd cclunm of such vortices extending horn y= – ~
toy-+m?
COmimlTCE FOR AERONAUTICS
If the distance between the vortices be designated h,
we have for the nth unit above the x-axis the velocity
at the origin perpendicular to the radius vector from
that point,
rl
and for the vertical component,
The velocity due to all the vortices at z is pnrnllel to
the y-axis and equal to
This esprsssion may be brought into a very simple
form:
- ; Coth~(see refemnco 3,
Dth ~ m
If the vortices are of alternating signs, starting with
+r aty ==O, a corresponding expression is obtained:
v
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tant doublets
The next step is to study the effect of doublets in-
stead of single vortices as in Figure 2. Let the
strength of the doublet be l?A1. The doubleti, which
in the following discussion are termed positive, are so
arranged as to correspond to the vortices of an nirfoil
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at a positive angle”of attack and facing the reader;
that is, with the air stream down toward the paper.
From the definition of the derivative of l’(z) as
the doublet is readily obtained as the negative of
the derivatives of the expressions already determined,
multiplied by AZ.
Hence the flow velocity at Oin the positive y direction
is, from equation (I),
and in the scccmd case, equation (H), with alternating
signs
The effect of a row of doublets arranged along they-
axis must be treated separately. We are interested in
the effect of the row extending from minus to plus
infinity minus the unit located at the origin (O, O).
From formula (I) we have for this case ‘i” -– ‘ -
4* n-
—=hcoil++
r
where ~ is the effect of the doublet at
WlllllZ-MJ
the origin.
T’hisexpression maybe expanded in a series as follows:
rti
The negative derivative of this expression times ~
gives the induced velocim of a series of positive double
sources located at z =0 and y -nh where n assumeaall
positive and negative integral valuea except@ zero.
Hence
~=-%%%-%%” “““ 1
or for small values of &
(w
and similarly for a row of doublets on the y-axis with
ailern.ding Signs
0
lT’rfiz”
?e+a ~ ~ m)
By means of the above formulas the interference
caused by rectangular tunnels can be determined. The
following five casea are investigated:
I. Tunnel entirely enclosed.
IL Free jet.
131. Horizontal boundaies only.
~. Vertical boundaries Ody.
V. Bottom boundary ody.
The wing will be represented by a positive double
source, which is equivalent to considering the airfoil
small compared with the cross section ~ of the tunnel.
The conditions for which this assumption is permissible
or of value will be speciiied later.
Case I—(?losed tunnel.-The images of the airfoil
are conveniently represented by the schematic diagram
of Figge 3.1 Let h be the height of the tunnel and b
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the width. The upflow velocity caused by a row of
doublets located at z =mb is from (IV) for alternating
*
For the row at z=uO,horn (VI) .
By summing up the effect of all rows from z==– co to
z= + ~ the total interference effect at the origg is
obtained as
‘WR+s’) m)
1The doublets fn Figures 8 to 7ore fndkat.d by simie sfgm
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The series term in the above expression converga
rapidly. We have to consider, however, a large nqrnba
of small terms all of the same sign. A little farther 01
it will be shown how the value of the expression can b[
obtained with better than 1 per cenb accuraqy by th(
use of an expression representing all terms of the seria
beyond the first.
Case H—Free jet.—The images of the airfoil are, fol
analytical purposes, represented by the schematic
1 I
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diagram of Figure 4. For a verticaI row Iocated at
z= mb one obtains correspondingly from Formula (III)
where the factor (—1)= takes care of the al&at@
signs of each row. For the row at z=O horn (V)
By summing up for all integral values of m from minus
to plus irdinity ‘there resdts
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Case 111-Top and bottom olosed, sides free.-The
arrangement of images is as indicated in Figure 5. The
flow at z=O, due to an ah%rnating low at z=mb, is
,again given by Formula (TV) as
%= (-lp
and for the zero row from Formula ~) m
The total interference is thus given as
“HO’(*+’) (m
Case IV-Sides olosed, top and bottom open,—The
arrangement of images is here as indicated in Figure 6 ‘
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Notice that all images are positive. The flow at tho
origin due to a row at z=mb is ffom (III)
except for the row at z-O, which is given by
Againby summation .
‘W’(-:+s,) (x)
I!helabor of summing up the rather slowly converging
cries S4 can again be avoided, as will be shown,
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Case V—Bottom or top boundsry only.-The
arrangement of images for bottom boundtuy only is
as shown in Figure 7. It may be observed that the
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effects at the origin of the alternate (odd) rows of
doublets on either side of the z-uis cancel in pairs.
All odd rowa may then be removed, and the distr-
ibution of doublets that remains is exactly as that
given in Case III and Figure 5, except that h is
replaced by 2h. That is, the induced effects at the
origin of a tunnel with bottom boundary only, of
width to height ratio b/h, is equivalent to that of a
tumml with top and bottom boundaries onlY, of width
to height ratio b/2h. .Then
T mb
1“’”wi)ti+~::i$)”
“%(*)’[*+s”l
where S’s is equal to & with each h replaced by 2h.
The process of evaluating the two rather slowly
converging series S’1 and S4 will now be indicated.
The individual terms represent, as shown, the inter-
ference due to a row of doublets at z E mb. l?or large
values of m it does not matter whether a doublet of
strength rAZ is arranged at x= mb or whether two
vortices of opposite sign and of strength %N me sub-
By the second ‘&r&ement all ~ortic& except the one
nearest the origin are cancelled by being superimposed
on one of opposite sign. The entire effect of all ver-
tical rows of positive doublets extending from z= mtJ
to iniinity is thus represented by the effect of a single
positive vortex row of a strength ~# located at z -
()p+; b where p is the number of the last doublet
t~ken ~to account. The accuracy is the greater, the
greater the chosen value of p. Fortunately, it is
found that it is sufficient tn make p = 1 and still rei%n
rmaccuracy of better than 1 per cent. The numerical
evaluation of the expressions is thus greatly simpMed.
The effect of si~le sources is given by ~) for rows
of the same sign as
0
r ~ ~titi
‘~=4iG x T
md by ~) for rows of alternating signs as
Tmhm cosh ~
The series SI =
2
may then accordingly
1 Sinh’”+
oIT–l <) p+; i!l+~ ~ cosech h
& mentioned above, we obtain accuracy greater -
than is needed for any practical purposes by making
p= 1 in the above finite seriesexpression. The remain-
ing seriesSZand&are obtained without any diiiiculties.
The expressions ~) to (X) giving the induced
flow at x= O me all of the form
where z stands for ISI,S~,Ss, or &, and a is a numericrd
constant. By means of the aerodymrnical relation
rtipv= ~ C=PV%’
where p is the densi~ and V the veloci~ of the
medium, and by putting
~= e,
the upward inclination of the air Area, there results
or with bh=Cand \=r
where a=; (a+z)
Gm
m)
\
---- . .–—.—._-.
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it is noticed that the angle of up-flow c is proportional
to the lift coefficient 0~, to the ratio of wiug area to
tunnel cross section ~ and to the quantity 6 which
in turn is seen to be a function solely of the width to
h&.ht ~tio ~ or ~.
I, Closed funnel
Z, Freejef D, Horizonid boundan”es.
Z!?,Vert)cal bodaries. Z, h horizonfaf b~y.
C, Closed circdcu tunnel. F, Free circular]ef.
6
r
~au= &—Tnnnal-wail conwtkm 3 for five tyre of mokngular tmumb c1
width-lmlght 18ti0 r-
The values of 13for the five cases
given below:
1 ‘=%+4
‘. ‘=?(-:+s’)
lJY%+@
considered~are
Thwe values are givm” in Table I and also plotted in
-e 8 against the single variable r as abscissa,
This fig-m%gives in a convenient way the esaentittl
results of the preceding analysis.
The square tunnel, ~= 1, gives identicd numerical
values of the interference whether it is open or closed,
as is also the case for the circle. The square tunnel
with horizontal botidariea shows no interference.
A rather interesting result! Notice also that the open
tunnels of the conventional width to height rrdio
exhibit a much larger correction fader than the
closed type. Notice further that all of the proposed
types are superior to the conventional ones and in
particular the surprisingly beneficial effect of a lower
horizontal boundary on an otherwise free jet.
WIND TUNNELS FREE FROM WALL INTERFERENCE
Inasmuch ss wind-tunnel testingis largely concerned
with the prediction of free-flight performance of air-
craft, it is highly desirable tc employ a wind tunnel
having no wall interference. Such a tunnel is in this
re9pect entirely equivalent to an air stream of irdlnite
cross section.
The results of the preceding am&sia as represented
in Figure 8 show that we are perfectly able to devise
such a tunnel. Curve DI, which ccrreaponds to
Case ID, crosses the 3=0 line at r-1, showing that
a square tunnel with wills at top and bottom and
both sides removed has zero wall interference. Such
a type of tunnel exhibits the particular advantages of
the open-jet tunnel and is distinctly superior to both
of the conventional types by reason of the fact that it
has zero wall interference, or stated otherwise, that
it is equivalent to an irdinite jet of air.
It is further noticed that the curve IV representing
the tunnel with closed sides crosses the 6= O line at
r= 1.9, showing that a rectangular jet of a width to
height ratio of a little less than 2:1 and equipped
only with vertical walls exhibits zero wall interference.
There is, however, a condition which rendera the use of
a tunnel waU correction in this particular case rather
questionable.
A singIe fixed horizontal boundaqy has also a sur-
prisingly beneficial guiding effect. The interference
for the case of a 2:1 tunnel is identical with that of
the square tunnel of Case III and is zero, Curve V
represents a tunnel equipped with a bottom boundn~
only. The interference is small compared with the free
jet type. Whether a fixed bottom or top bound~ is
employed is immaterial, since the result of the analysis
in both cases is the same. & regards the accurate
prediction of the interference effect, it will be pointed
out, however, that it is necessary to employ a tunnel
with a tied bottom.
EFFECT OF THE EXIT CONE
The preceding Case II refers strictly to a free jet.
As such is defied a jet which meets no obstructions
behind the model body. Correspondingly, in Case IV
there must be no obstruction to prevent the free flow
of the air in a vertical direction.
The main effect of the exit cone as regards the wall
interference is to guide the air back into its original
direction. In a welldesigned cone with a small angle
of divergence and sufficient bell we may amume this
end to be achieved completely, as indicated in Figure 9.
.\ ‘+--------------+
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Fmwm 9.-Sh0WhW gnldbig ef!wt of exit cane
The effect of the cone may then, as far as the inter-
ference goes, be equivalent to the creation of a cmmter-
cirmdation of magnitude – I’ located some distance
behind the entrance of the cone. The “trailing”
vortices will thus not extend from the plane of the
airfoil to infinity, as w-w asaumed in the earlier casw,
but will close themselves in the exit cone. The numer-
ical value of the interference can readily be found in
each particular case, although the method is rather
oumberaome.
The solution is mathematically obtainable; there
mist, however, some practical Miiculties concerning
the assumption of the type of flow to be expected in
the exit cone. If the cone is rather large and of poor
efficiency, a condition similar to Case II, that of an
entirely free jet, may actually occur. When the down-
HOWbecomes large, the possibility exists that the jet
may break loose born the upper side of the cone and
follow along the lower. Not only that, but, if the exit
cone has an entrance too slightly belled or with no bell
at all, the air may@ underneath the exit cone. It is
entirely possible to imagine that the jet is deflected
downward to such an extent that the correction will
exceed that of a free jet. The difficulty in these
several caseais that the correction factor 3is dependent
on the amount of the dowmilow and on factors of
rather vaguely defiable and unstable nature. In
fact, it is probable that the interferenm is not even a
continuous function of the downflow, but is subject to
abrupt changes at certain critical valuea.
If the tunnel is closed entirely or on the top and
bottom sides, this Mliculty is dispensed witkand the
exact mathematical prediction of the tunnel wall
correction is possible. This fact is essential, since
there exists no experimental method by which the
existing angle of downtlow of the air current at the
location of the test model can be obtained.
Attention is, therefore, again directed to the tunnels
Whichhave already been referred to as having no wall
nterference. One of these is of a square cross section
with two horizontal fixed boundaries. In contrast to
he second type of tunnel with no wall interfhence,
here is in this case no possibility of spillage. The
ateral deflection of the air stream is negligible, com-
mred with the vertical, and since the air stream enters
ihe diffuser cone in perfect alignment no radical
:hanges in the type of flow in the cone are to be ex-
?ected. The third type of the proposed tunnels, the
me with a lower boundary only, will obviously achieve
fie same end. Because a more eflicient utilization of
ihe cross section of this tunnel is possible, and since
;he interference for a 2:1 tunnel is eight times smaller
ihan that for the free jet type of the same side ratio,
the superiority of this latbr type is obvious.
EFFECT OF LARGE WING SPAN
The tiect of the airfoil has hitheriwbeen represented
by vortex doublets. The parmisaiiility of thk purely
mathematical Simplification will now be given some
rdtention. Let us consider the airfoil to be represented
by a vortex pair located a distance apart comparable
to the width of the tunnel.
1
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Let-e 10 represent a closed tunnel. For single
alternating vortices in a vertical row, Equation m) .
gives
41rvn T
— =~cosech~
r
But
r.iilpv-~PVWC=
Hence
For thejirst row on either side of the origin, however,
it is necessary h omit the vortex located on the z-
asis, or
——.—-—. .
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These formulas will be applied to the square tunnel
with A l=: b or the span of the airfoil equal to three-
quarters of the tunnel width. The interference at the
center (z- O) k
+1 )~13m+ ”””” =0.147T
and the interference at the tip
1
(
1 1 1 1
a-l –~T+.r+ T-– Smh 7i-
Z z“ ‘z”
++
1
+skr-~r+ . . . .
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=0.239
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FIQUBBIL-vorta P~wnt in KpBre mllnd
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The nest important case, III, horizontal boundaries
only, is shown in Figure 11. At the center
1
(
1 1 1—.—
6-3 –—+3sinh%r
5
8 ~“ ‘i~=
+
1
)
.#lT+ “ ‘ “ “ ‘–0”028
8
At the tip
This calculation can be easily performed for any par-
ticular case by means of the formulas (XIV) and @V).
It is left to the reader, therefore, to check any case
with which he is concerned. Notice from the preced-
ing examples that it is undesirable to use an airfoil
.
which has “m equivalent span of three-quart.em of the
width of a square tunnel because the interference dif-
fers too much over the span. The flow at the center
does not, however, differ materially from the flow at
shorter spans. It is thus possible to study the flow
near the fuselage of an airplane or model which may
otherwise be too large for the tunnel.
‘WING INTEWEPTING THE TEST TUNNEL
The undesirable condition of unequal interference
along the span is still more pronounced when the wing
span exceeds the width of the tunnel. In the limiting
case, let the circulation along the wing be constant.
The trailing vorths are then, mathematically spenk-
mg, located at z- + ~. Considering the case of u
closed tunnel, we can readily see that the real and &
corresponding pair of virtual vortices cancel each other
and that all the remaining virtual vortices cancel eaoh
other in pairs. On the other hand, for a free jet the
interference near the vertical surface approaches theo-
retically an inli.uite value due to the nearness of the
fit image. The flow near the center, however,
remains iinite.
It is diflicult to imagine that tests on airfoils inter-
cepting a free test jet-would be of any value whatsoever
except in the study of local conditions. The prediction
of the lift distribution is mathematically of great diffi-
culty, and moreover, the distribution diilem too greatly
along the span to permit the application of the results
to other ctmditions. It may be postulated that the
interference effect along the span must be nearly u .
constant. Only in this case can a correction be applied-
that is of sufficient simplicity and accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
S&er@ rectangular wind tunnel arrangements that
exhibit zero or negligible w-allinterference have been
brought out by a mathematical analysis of the general
problem of tunnel interference. Uniform formulas
have been presented for the calculation of the wall
interference for the conventional as “well as for the
newly proposed wind tunnels.
It has been indicated that the exact prediction of the
interference for tunnels with no lower horizontal
boundaries is greatly impaired by the inherent insta-
bility of the flow in the exit cone. Attention has been
brought to the importance of employing an exit cone
with a small angle of divergence, and also to the impor-
tance of having the air stream properly centered at the
entrance of the jet. A tunnel with a jet free on three
sides and restricted only by a lower horizontal bound-
ary extending along the test section from the entranci3
to the exit cone, is finally recommended as the most
promisii choice. The correction for this type is from
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five fmeight times smaller than that of the correspond-
ing free jet me.
LANGLBY MEIrJOmAL AERONAUTKML LABOIMTORY,
NATIONAL hvreoRY Co bnmrmm FOR A.DRONA~Os,
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TABLII I
VALUES OF SINH m, COSH, m AND 6
61+ (scosh nn-r )sti2nti+* + 1
()
closed tunnel “
1 4sillh p+; %-r
m
82=~r
a
(–1)”
)
–L free jet
sinh2nti 6“
1
&-~r (2
“ (–l)”coshnm 1 .
)
.
sinh2 nm + n ‘omontd bomdanes
1
ti,=~r
(x sti~nfi-i)+$mti(p+i) mver’dbomdti=
1
“ (–1)” Coshn;
86=:;
E )
+ ~ one horizontal boundary
1 Sinh ‘+
I r I Sinhm-r
o
.125
.250
.375
.500
:%:
L 00
L 50
20
0
.4032
.8686
L 4702
2299
3.492
6.227
lL 630
56.62
267
L-L_
Imah n-r II r
L 00
L 078
; ;$
2607
3.632
L 822
IL 574
55.63
267
w
o
: w
.60
.626
.76
L 00
L 60
200
4.00
w
–_i;”g
–. 137
–. 122
–. 120
–. 137
–. 197
–. 262
–. 624
—w
——
3;
–_N~
–. 127
–. 089
–. 066
+:%
+. 126
~ ;62
134
+to%l
+. 624
+. 262
+. 210
+. 161
+. 124
+. 064
–. 012
–. 276
—co
–=0;0
–. 524
—. 262
–. 208
–. 173
–. 127
–. 066
.000
. 126
+.
.
